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Abstract: Taxon-rank abundance curves for naturally occurring microbial populations 
are  Long-tailed  distributions.  In  deep  sequencing  surveys  of  rRNA genes,  a  small 
number  of  taxa  within  the  “head”  of  the  curve  represent  most  of  the  cells  in  a 
community,  while  a  vast  array  of  different  kinds  of  very  low-abundance  microbial 
populations make up long tails of unknown and possibly unknowable length. This “rare 
biosphere” includes completely novel organisms with no closely matching sequences in 
rRNA databases, but it also includes numerous sequences that are closely related but  
distinct from the most abundant populations in a surveyed community. When analyzed 
using  appropriate  quality  control  and  clustering  techniques,  errors  produced  by 
massively  parallel  DNA sequencing  do  not  explain  away  either  the  existence  or 
magnitude of the rare biosphere. In some instances, low-abundance OTUs represent 
dispersal  from  endemic  sites  where  they occur  in  large  numbers.  In  other  cases, 
ecological history can explain the occurrence of rare taxa that no longer serve essential 
community functions. Microbial ecologists rarely attribute functional significance to rare 
taxa  although  some  of  these  organisms  might  represent  keystone  species  that 
contribute  to  community  stability.  Rare  taxa  can  also  serve  important  roles  in 
community succession by serving as “seed” organisms that can transition to become 
dominant taxa in response to environmental shifts. Because of the potential importance 
of  rare  biosphere  members,  microbial  ecologists  must  develop  paradigms  for 
recognizing  important  low-abundance  populations  and  exploring  their  functional 
significance. Deep sequencing of targeted genes successfully identified the occurrence 
of the rare biosphere but the “omics” community must invent strategies that allow for 
the detection, assembly and annotation of genomes from taxa that do not reside within 
the head of taxon-rank distribution curves.
